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5. CLEANUP AND REHABILITATION PROGRAMS

5.1 APPROACH TO PROBLEM

The nuclear testing at Enewetak Atoll. of the 1950's hasleft behind

it a large numberof adverse environmental’ impacts. Thesd take the
form of debris of all kinds - on the inslands, in the lagoons and along the

ocean shore - some of which is radioactive. ln addition, some of the

soil has been made radioactive causing it to be unsafe for habitations and

for planting subsistence or commercial-crops. Purely physical damage .

to the environment ranges from abandoned structures used to house test

personnel, to the disappearance of two small islunds and the formation of

major craters on several others.

The objective of the program proposed in this statement is that of

removing debris and radioactivity to the extent that the people of Enewetak

can return to their ancestral atoll, and can be self sustaining economically

and nutritionally. This section is devoted to an analysis of the specific
problems associated with these goals and the formulation of equally

specific procedures for solving the problems.

The approach to the problems requiring solution has been through

the following steps:

e ' Identifying the nonradiological and radiological hazards present

‘on the atoll, their biological effects, the evaluation of risks and

the protective guidelines proposed by the Energy Research and

Development Administration (ERDA), formerly the Atomic

Energy Commission (AEC).
i eeme
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e Listing the various methods by which the hazards of radioactive

and nonradioactive debris can be reduced to acceptable levels.
o

e Specifying the diet and agricultural practices which must be

observed in order to reduce the radioactivity ingested by the

Enewetak people.
-

e Identifying the distribution of the population around the atoll as
a second means of reducing exposure to radioactivity.

e Analyzing the available procedures for cleanup and disposal

of radioactive materials and other debris.

e Synthesizing a number of programs or "cases'! for accomplishing

the objectives.
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e Comparative evaluation of all of the ''cases'' to select the

optimum one for the situation existing on Enewetak Atoll.

As in many programsof this nature, a number of demands exist

that are mutually contradictory. This leads, of course, to solutions

which are less than perfect, but the most important consideration in
choosing between alternatives has been the health and safety of the
Enewetak people.

5.2 NONRADIOLOGICAL HAZARDS —

The nonradiological hazards existing on the islands are of much lesser
magnitude than the radioactive. Asa result, the procedures for removing

and disposing of nonradiological hazards are much simpler and can be

covered in relatively short order.

5.2.1 Physical Removal of Nonradioactive Materials

The extent cf removal of nonradiological materials and structures x

from the islands provides several options. The debris that ceere-be

removed includes dilapidated building, towers, antennas, concrete slabs,

derelict boats, scrap metal, and other assorted rubble. Some of these
constitute definite physical hazards. For example, buildings on the

verge of collapse, loose and swinging cables, loose or torn sheet metal,

exposed broken pipe ends, etc., have been noted in surveys of the islands.

Structures such as concrete pits and open manholes constitute what could

be considered attractive nuisances and would pose hazards, primarily to

small children. Other material, such as concrete slabs are not especially

hazardous, but may be obstructive and interfere with the proposed use of

the land, for agriculture or residence. Finally, some of the debris is

neither hazardous nor obstructive but simply unsightly. An example is

the rusting bow ofa freighter on the reef at Japtan.

Different levels of nonradiological cleanup are conveniently defined

by differentiating among the structures and materials according to

whether they provide physical hazard, obstruction to better land use, or

detriment to environmental aesthetics. Three levels of activity are

possible:

e Level 1. No removalof any nonradiological scrap.

e Level 2. Removal of physical hazards and obstructive

structures and material.

e Level 3. Same as Level 2 plus removal of unsightly debris.

 



5.2.2 Disposal of Nonradioactive Materials

5.2.2.1 Salvage. The disposal of nonradioactive debris does not have

the many problems connected with the disposal of radioactive materials.

Salvageable material will be collected and stockpiled in designated areas

as {hs cleanup Bigsres ses. This material will be used by the Enewetak

people“and it would be carefully monitored to make certain that no radio-

active substances are included.

5.2.2.2 Combustibles. Combustible nonradioactive debris would be

hauled to a burn pit on each island where it would be burned to ashes.

The ashes would be gathered and stockpiled for future use as a soil
conditioner. The pit would then be backfilled with native material and

the area regraded to its natural contours. Someof the nonradioactive

vegetation removed during cleanup also would be shredded to a very small

size to be used as additional organic matter in the soil.

5.2.2.3 Fish Reefs. Nonradioactive debris that remained after salvage
material and combustibles had been segregated would be removed and

dumped into the lagoon at selected spots to form artificial reefs to

enhance the breeding of fish and other marinelife.

5.3 RADIOLOGICAL HAZARDS
. ee

Detrimental effects have been observed incidental tothe use of
radiation since soon after it was first discovered. These effects/Fange

from a temporary reddening of the skin to an increased incidence of

cancer. A recent review (BEIR, 1972) on the biological effects of ionizing

radiation serves as the basis of risk analysis in the current document.

Other studies reporting similar data are UNSCEAR, 1972 and ICRP-14,
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5.3.1 Sources of Radiological Hazards aN “
Pye.

Radiological hazards arise from exposure to radiocontaminants “4we

which may be located both inside and outside the human body. The radio- ff
logical dose estimates, based On anticipated dietary and living patterns r
of the people of Enewetak,Aranked (NVO-140, 1973) in order of decreasing x

importance‘ama> 1) the internal dose from radionuclides in ingested ’
terrestrial foods, 2) the external dose from radionuclides in the soil,

3) the internal dose from radionuclides in ingested marine foods, and

4) the internal dose from radionuclides inhaled into the bodays Externally,

the important sources of radiation on Enewetak Atoll are "Cs, °C,
and >>;Fe radionuclides in the soil. The lateral and vertical distributions

of these vary considerably over the Atoll (NVO-140, 1973). Important
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intéynal sources of radiationtare ‘os and Sr, which concentrate in

muscular and bony tissue respectively, and 239 pu, deposited inthe lung.
phir

5.3.2 Criteria for Evaluating Hazard Control

Guidelines for safe exposures to radioactivity on the atoll are given

in terms of the maximum annual dose received by an individual and are
also evaluated in rerms of long-term health effects. The main objective
of radiological cleanup is to reduce the radioactivity of the Atoll to levels

at which the population can be expected to have annual exposures below

the value of these guidelines.

5.3.2.1 Long Term Health Effects. Quantitative evaluation of low levels

of absorbed radiation on human health continues to be a subject of medical

research. Present knowledge is based on the response to high levels of

radiation of research animals, of persons undergoing medical treatment

with radioactivity, and of a few victims of radioactivity accidents. Direct
determination of the human health response to low levels of radiation,

such as are discussed in this report, is complicated by the require-
ment to study radiation effects on large populations for statistically

meaningful results, by the long time delay between radiation exposure,

and appearance of such effects as neoplasms, by difficulty in distinguishing
between effects attributable to radiation and effects not related to radiation,

and because such effects as cancer susceptibility are widely varying

functions of age, sex, genetic constitution, diet, personal habits, socio-

economic factors, and other variables (BEIR, 1972). Because of this,

present risk estimates are based predominantly on conservative extra-
polations from data obtained at high doses.

 

The data upon which health risk estimates are based exhibit
statistical variations so that, usually, the uncertainty in estimating a

particular risk value is expressed by a range of values for the risk. In
view of the many uncertainties related to this study, the risk models

adopted result from very conservative assumptions.

Forlong term exposures to low levels of radiation, such as may

apply to some aspects of residence on Enewetak Atoll, the model assumes
a linear relationship between dose and effect, with no threshold. The
assumption of "no threshold" implies that zero dose is the only dose that
yields no adverse health effects. The less conservative assumption that

a threshold dose exists, below which no health effects will be observed,

has not been used.

The health effects of radiation on a population can be divided into
‘ two categories: somatic and genetic effects. Somatic effects relate to

the body or its organs while genetic effects are evidenced only in the
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germ plasm. For stated exposure conditions, the BEIR risk-estimate
of somatic effect predominate, relative to other effects of radiation. They

are therefore of primary concern in establishing protective criteria. Also,

the BEIR, 1972 report states that the rate of cancer induction is the only

somatic risk that needs to be considered. Consequently, in estimating the

risk to the Enewetak Atoll people from exposure to radiation, only cancer
induction has been considered, . .

t

Induced cancer can be fatal or nonfatal. The risk guidelines listed
in Table 5-1 are estimated to apply equally to either fatal or nonfatal

effects:(BEIR, 1972) so that the total number of effects resulting from a
given dose would be twice the number of either. To calculate the number

of either effect, using the data of Table 5-1, find the product of (1) the

cancer incidence rate (Column 2), (2) the exposed population expressed as

millions, and (3) the average dose for an individual for each critical organ.

These products are then summed to obtain the total number of cases.
$

The effects of the induced cancers, or even the cancers themselves,

may appear immediately or several decades after exposure (BEIR, 1972,

p- 91). Since effects are not expected to show up in the earlier years

with the same frequency as in later years, and since the appropriate

frequency distribution is not known, the number of effects expected to

occur during the entire risk period are calculated instead of the number
of effects expected to occur in any one year. The guideline values given

in Table 5-1 are maximal] and the number of incidents of induced cancer

or fatalities may be as lowas zero.

5.3.2.2 Annual Dose Limits. The primary sources of recommendations
for radiation protection standards and guidance are the International

Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), the National Council on

Radiation Projection and Measurements (NCRP), and the Federal Radiation

Council (FRC). The standard-setting responsibilities of the FRC were
transferred to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1969. The
recommendations of these groups are all compatible with each other.

These groups have recommended maximum permissible doses for

workers exposed to radiation, for individual members of the public, and
for a suitable sample of an exposed population. In addition, they have

recommended dose rate limits for exposure of various critical organs.

These recommended dose rate limits are presented with the understanding
that radiation exposures should always be kept as low as can readily be
achieved.
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TABLE 5-1: OCCURRENCE OF RADIATION INDUCED
SOMATIC CANCER EFFECTS ON HUMANS

 

 

Radiation Induced

Critical Incidence of Cancer*

=

j

Organ ' Cases/(Million Persons)(Rem)

Whole Body — - 60 = 165

Bone 25

Lung 25     
 

- wee ee eee

*Cancer Cases induced by a population dose of one million

person-rems. <A population dose of one million person-rems
does not necessarily mean an equal dose to each individual

in the exposed population, but is, rather, the sum of individual

doses over the exposed population.

 

 



The recommendations are based on the conservative assumption of

a nonthreshold linear relationship between radiological dose and the health
effect. The assumption of no threshold means that any nonzero dose
yields a nonzero effect detrimental to health. Evaluation of risks using

this assumption probably results in overestimates of risks.

Values for annual dose limits in various situations are jlisted in

Table 5-2. These limits represent the recommendations of the FRC.
For application to the Enewetak Atoll, the United States Atomic Energy
Commission Task Group Report recommends that the values needed to

evaluate cleanup alternatives should be the FRC guides, reduced by 50

percent for annual doses to individuals, and by 20 percent for the 30-year
Thesegonadal doses, because of uncertainties in field measurements.

values are shown in Table 5-3. These reductions in the average population

dose are made because of the uncertainty concerning dose estimates which

depend greatly on the foods that the people will choose to eat and the way

they will choose to live. In addition, these recommendations follow the

general guidance of the FRC to provide allowances for exposures from

beneficial nonmedical uses of radioactive materials.

5.4 LIMITING AND CONTROLLING HAZARDS

The methods examined for limiting radiological hazards on Enewetak
Atoll are: (1) the control of the diet of the Enewetak people and, by
implication, their agricultural and food gathering practices; (2) the control

of residence of the population throughout the islands of the atoll; and (3)

the cleanup of radioactive materials.

5.4.1 Control! of Diet and Food Sources

: §.4.1.1 Internal Dose and Food Source. Radiocontaminants in foods

Radiologicalcome directly from the soil in which food plants are growing.

gyrveys of Enewetak Atoll have found evidence of uptake of 37Cs and
Sr, among other radionuclides, in both edible and inedible plants.

Indigenous plants used for food that incorporate radionuclides from the

soil include coconuts, pandanus, breadfruit, and arrowroot. Human

internal radiation exposure is directly related to the amount of fruit of

these plants ingested by the individual. The surveys also report radio-
nuclides in the flesh and organs of indigenous fauna, such as terns, rats
and land crabs. Internal doses will increase as a result of eating flesh

from local birds and crabs, or from domestic animals such as poultry

and swine, which have foraged on radioactive plants. Consequently, an

effective dose reduction procedure would be simply to restrict the
islanders' use of these foods. Lacking such controls, the penalty would
be the accumulation of large radioactive doses for the individual utilizing

such food sources.
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(REM/ YR)

Individual Population

Critical Organs in Population Group

Whole Body 0.5 0.17

Bone 1.5 0.5

Bone, Alternate Guide (1)}] 0.003 pg of 226.8 0.001 pg of 226,

in adult skeleton in adult skeleton

Bone Marrow 0.5 . 0.17

Gonads - 0. 17(2)

Thyroid (3) | 1.5 0.5    
 

For the conditions and qualifications of this table, see Report

Nos. 1 and 2 of the Federal Radiation Council (FRC). The

responsibility for establishing generally applicable environmental

standards was assigned to the Environmental Protection Agency
in 1970, but the guides here are still generally known as FRC
Radiation Protection Guides. The philosophy represented by these

guides is that the dose given in the table should not be exceeded

without careful consideration of the reasons for doing so, and that

every effort should be made to encourage the maintenance of
radiation doses as far below this guide as is practicable.

NOTES:

226
(1) The biological equivalents of the indicated amounts of Ra may be

substituted.

(2) Actually 5 rem per human generation period, assumed to be 30 years.

(3) Based upon a child's thyroid weighing 2g and other factors listed in

Paragraphs 2.10 to 2.14 of FRC Report No. 2.
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TABLE 5-3: DOSE GUIDELINES FOR ENEWETAK ATOLL

 

 

(REM/YR)

Critical Andividual in Population
Organs (AEC Task Group Report)

Whole Body os 0,25

Bone , 0,75

BoneMarrow 0.25

Gonads 4 rems in 30 years

Thyroid 0.75     
These guides are Atomic Energy Commission Task

Group Report recommendations applicable to the

mewetak Atoll situation. In general, they adopt the

radiation protection guides of the Federal Radiation

Council (FRC), except for all-individual dose limits
and for population group gonad dose limits. The

FRC individual dose guides are reduced by 50 percent

and the FRC population group gonad dose guide is
reduced by 20 percent to allow'for uncertainties in

dose predictions.
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5.4.1.2 Possible Food Sources. The results of the radiological survey
show high levels of contamination on the northern islands and low levels

on the southern islands. Thus, one option would be toallow the people to

eat food grown only on the southern islands. However, it is most likely

that the people will eat largely imported foods for the next few years

(Kiste, 1974; Tobin, 1973; Marsh, 1973) as it will require several

years for trees to provide sufficient fruit forall. To furnish the Enewetak

people the purchasing power for imported foods, one sourceof revenue

could be coconut agriculture to produce copra (Enewetak Master Plan, TabD

‘Vol. Il. It may be desirable to use the northern islands for coconut

agriculture, although exercise of this option may require that coconut

seedlings be planted in soil that is not contaminated with radionuclides.

Consideration is also being given to the possibility of continued cultivation

of land on Ujelang to alleviate problemsof this nature.

5.4.1.3 Subsistence and Commercial Agricultural Patterns. As noted

earlier, the driEnjebi desire to live on the northern islands, particularly
the island of Enjebi. If these people were to live on those islands, care

_ would have to be taken to ensure that at least pandanus and breadfruit are

grown in nonradioactive soil. Thatis, a village site on Enjebi drawing

on food resources grown in Enjebi soil, would require pandanus and bread-

fruit, which are either grown in nonradioactive soil on Enjebi or are

imported to Enjebi. To provide the farm plots for pandanus and bread-

fruit, the existing soil will have to be removed and nonradioactive soil be

put in place of it in sufficient volume to contain the roots of these plants.
(As will be discussed later, it does not appear possible to remove sufficient
radioactive soil from Enjebi to permit people to live there or to grow food
there for some time to come.)

To summarize, the options for food source control that appear
acceptable for further discussion include:

e No control over food sources.

e@ FPeopie living on Enjebi would use food grown anywhere on

Enjebi, other than pandanus and breadfruit. Pandanus and
breadfruit eaten by the residents of Enjebi would either be

grown in farm plots or imported.

@ Food for all the people would either be imported or grown only

on the southern islands, except for coconut agriculture on the

northern islands. Coconut culture includes growing both

subsistence and commercial coconuts.

piadarry Cocormalyy
e All foodmust either be imported or grown only on southern

islands.“
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5.4.2 Population Distribution

Another meansof controlling the dose accumulated by the Enewetak

population would be to limit the time which t#y spend in the vicinity of
radiation sources, principally.by postponing the use of some islands for

residence. By limiting the islands available for residence, the population

will receive less dose from external sources than they otherwise would.
Also, the chance of ingesting food containing higher levels of radioactivity

would be decreased.

5.4.2.1 Possible Distributions. The possible population distributions

which have been considered are:

@ Allof the people of Enewetak would be free to choose their

place of residence on any island of the atoll.

e The people would be limited to residence on the south islands,
Jinedrol clockwise through Kidrenen, (Alvin through Keith).

@ The people would be limited to the same group asin 2. above

(Alvin through Keith), plus Enjebi (Janet) in the north.

5.4.2.2 The Problem of Enjebi. Because the only difference between
2 and 3 above involves the island of Enjebi, the reason for making this

distinction must be justified. Earlier-in Section 3, it was explained that

the people of Enewetak were historically divided into driEnewetak and

driEnjebi, the first named occupying the largest island in the south, and
the other the largest in the north. This traditional pattern was disrupted
by the invasion of the atoll by U.S. troops in World War II and has never

been fully restored. Restoration of the traditional pattern would require

that the people of Enjebi reside on that island once again. However,

since Enjebi was ground zero for, or within the fireball of, a number of
nuclear explosions, the residual radioactivity of this soil is high enough

‘to produce a sizeable external dose. In addition, all vegetation

grown on the island would contain radioactive elements which would 4
increase the internal dosage. The facts have,beenweighed against

the strong desire of the driEnjebi to return to their ancestral

island. _ oo.

5.4.3 Cleanup and Disposal

Colltchr ic

The simplest methodin concept, of limiting radiological hazards
is that of : and disposing of all radioactive materials. Further,

a fundamental requirement in any cleanup and disposal is that radioactive

materials are to be removed and disposed of in such fashion that they do

not become further hazards in another time and place.
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5.4.3.1 Physical Removal of Radioactive Materials. Control of both

external and internal dose may be directly achieved by removing the

radiation sources from areas to which the island inhabitants have direct

access. Complete removal of radiation sources would require:

e Radioactive soil removal.

@ Radioactive scrap removal. b

e Plutonium removal.

5.4.3.1.1 Removal of Radioactive Soil. Removing soil containing
radionuclides, especially 37C5 and 905,, has dubious value, since

extensive land removal and replacement operations could result in serious

ecological damage of unknown proportions. For example, the replacement

soil could contain chemical, mineral or biological materials having

characteristics which were inimical to the growth of the food plants.
Such a result would be counterproductive at best, and possible irrevocably
destructive. Also there is no guarantee that sufficient soil could be

removed/replaced to assure radiological safety to residents, ee-that Ss

Operattorrsperionmedfer-thts-PUTPUSS MOCO Odie Rave
ano

 

5.4.3.1.2 Removal of Radioactive Scrap. The optional levels of effort
in the removal of radioactive scrap are minimal in number. Either none

is removed or ali of it is rernoved from all the islands. The differentiation

that can be made in considering nonradioactive scrap (physical hazards,

obstructive debris, and unsightly debris), does not extend to radioactive

scrap. In general, no radioactive scrap should be left on the atoll and
thus be available to the world scrap market. Programsnot involving

radioactive scrap removal must be eliminated from consideration for

this reason.

5.4.3.1.3 Removal of Plutonium. The removal of plutonium bearing soil

options are determined by a numberof factors including the difficulty in

removing the plutonium, the potential use of the land, and the size of the

tract involved. Decision making would depend largely on a team of experts
to interpret field radiation and radioactivity measurements, to advise on »

cleanup actipns, and toprovide necessary health physics support. “Paramount

would be time possible,potential hazard to the Enewetak people. The XN

scraping and removal of plutonium bearing soil would be performed

repetitively. After each scraping, the soil would be sampled and monitored
for Pu concentration. Scraping and sampling would be repeated until the

attendant scientific advisor had determined that the concentration was

reduced to an acceptable level.
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The Pu decontamination actions possible are listed below:

@ < 40 pCi/gm of soil - corrective action not required.

@ 40 to 400 pCi/gm of soil - corrective action determined ona
case-by-case basis considering all radiological conditions.

. '
e >400 pCi/gm of soil - corrective action required.

The islands on which Pu cleanup actions are required are shown in

Table 5-4. It is also possible to take no cleaning action and to quarantine
the islands where Pu is present at 40 pCi/gm of soil or greater.

Bejere
5.4.3.2 Disposal of Radioactive Materials. The quantity of radioactive
debris on the islands of the Atoll is estimated to be 7,262 cuyds. Itis

composed of scrap metal and concrete on the islands of Bokoluo, Enjebi,

Lujor, Eleleron, Aomon, and Runit. Thereis, in addition, a

considerable amountof soil that is radioactive. The amount to be removed
has been the subject of considerable study and it has been decided that

nearly 80,000 cu yds would,be removed for disposal, as a minimum.
“5 tpiece fo

This had led to the important problem of how to dispose of the
radioactive scrap and soil in such a mannerthat it could not cause harm
to humans at some later date. There are several methods which have

‘been suggested including ocean dumping, crater dumping, crater contain-

ment, and disposal in the continental U.S. (Conus). These are discussed

in the following sections.

 

5.4.3.2.1 Ocean Dumping. Dumping in the deep open ocean (1,000

fathoms minimum depth) was considered, but rejected for several reasons.

It would be impossible to guarantee the integrity of any container filled
with Pu bearing soil and other radioactive debris for even one half life of

the material (about 24,000 years for 39 pu). In addition, the characteristics
of oceancur‘rents,from tthe bottom to the top,|in a selectedjocation would

delay the program, as well asincréasé‘its“cést' Gorfsidérably. The present
estimated cost for ocean disposal of these materials is about 50 percent

higher than that for crater containment.

The requirements established by U.S. law and regulation are even

more stringent than those resulting from international agreements. It is

possible that adverse legal actions could be taken and the required permit

not be issued, even aiter the necessary studies had been completed.

5.4.3.2.2 Crater Dumping. In this method, the radioactive debris and

soil would simply be dumped into the Cactus and Lacrosse craters on

Runit with no preparatory or closing operations. This procedure would
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TABLE 5-4: ISLANDS REQUIRING PLUTONIUM CLEANUP PROCEDURES

 

 

 

Island
Level of Pu

Local Name Code Name - Remarks Concentration*

£

Boken IRENE Isopleth J (See Tab A, 1, 2
Volume II) .

Runit YVONNE Northern half, Pu 1, 2

; burial grounds

Lujor “PEARL Hot spot 1,2
Aomon SALLY Pu burial grounds 1
Bokuluo ALICE . 2

Bokombako DELLE a
Kirunu CLARA 2

Louj DAISY 2
Mijikadrek KATE 2

Kidrinen LUCY 2
Aej OLIVE 2

Eleleron RUBY 2      
 

*Actions assumed for specific ranges of Pu concentration are tabulated

as follows:

  

Concentration -

Level (pCi Pu/g Soil) Action

1 >400 Soil removal by repetitive scraping
2 40SCs400 Individual case consideration
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TABLE 5-5: RECOMMENDED CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAMS

SYPlas hte
 

Habltation Plancs

Cleanup Actions

No restrictlons on laland or

food usage

B

Live on aoutherg islands and

Enjebl; visit northern ielands;

food from sauvthern lalands or

Enjebl eteept coconut from 12
N.£. islands and pandanus and

breadfruit from Enjebi farm

plot» or imported .

c

vieif nerthern islands; food

vin on southern Island;

{ro southern Lalands

coconut from 12 N.E.

islands

Live on southern letands;

vialt on southern Lelands; use

food grown on only southera

islande

 

L No cleanup. Case } o

ALC Option I*
Case 2>

AEC Option If

 

TH Removal of all ecrap and

Pu concentrations greater

than 40 pCi/g from
residence and agriculture

Islands®.

concentrations from four

islands, |

Case 4

AEC Option IV

Case 3

Conforms with Task Group

Recommendations

  I. Total cleanup of residence
and agriculture islands *

Case 5

Approximately AEC Option V    
 

“Report by the AEC Task Group on Recommendations for Cleanup and Rebabilitation of Enowetak,"' June 19, 1974.

Case 2 differs from other programs in Row } by rernoval of phyeical hazard and obstructive debris categorien of nonradioactive scrap on southern

islands.

“Plutonium concentrations refer to burial grounde and soil disperetons of concentration in excess of 40 pCi/s, Areas of soll concentration in excess of

400 pCi/g should be removed without question; areas of soi) concentration between 40 and 400 pCi/g should ba considered on an individual basia,

and internal doses no greater than would be absorbed from naturally occurring scurces.
@nemoval of all scrap from all residence islands specified in each column and removal of specific amounts of soil in apecific areas to achloveexternal



have the disadvantage that the crater area would have to be quarantined
for an indefinite period. Also, it is not in keeping with the expressed

desire of the Enewetak people that all contaminated items be removed

from the atoll.

Although the cost of crater dumping is approximately only 5% of
the crater entombment procedure described later, it has bean rejected .

from further consideration as the contaminated materials would bem Acmeal xX

t potential threat to the safety of the Enewetak people. The debris-

( laden craters would require continuous surveillance and policing to

enforce a quarantine on the area which would be necessary for the safety

of the atoll population. In addition, the craters would be neither lined
nor capped in this option and there would be nothing to prevent the

migration of the radionuclides into ocean and lagoon waters through

cracks and fissures in the crater walls, or to prevent redistribution on

land as a result of wave action or storms.

5.4.3.2.3 Crater Containment. Crater containment also utilizes the

Runit craters for disposal but with additional measures taken to prevent

human contact with the radioactive material, or the entry of the material

into the food chain. The crater bottoms and sides would be sealed with ,
concrete. The plutonium contaminated soil would then be mixed with

cement and water to form a soil~cement slurry which would be placed in Xx

the crater. Radioactive debris would be dumped into the lined crater

along with the slurry. This would be done in such a manner that erosive

water velocities are held to the lowest practicable level in order to
reduce the transport potential of the plutonium in the soil. Crater

containment also has the further advantagesof:

e Reducing the availability of small contaminated particles and

contaminated scrap by binding them in a cementations matrix.

‘@ Providing a coating for the sand and plutonium particles to
shield and reduce the hazards of alpha emissions.

@ .Dispersing the radioactive material within disposal criteria in
a relatively uniform manner within the larger mass of material
available.

-@ Placing the material in a semipermanent location where it would

be least available to man but whereit could be observed and
retrieved if necessary or desirable.

It should be noted that the containment is not required nor intended
_ to be leak proof. An 18-inch thick concrete cap or lid would be placed

over the entire mass for erosion resistance and to seal off the radioactive
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material. During the disposal operations, Lacrosse crater (and Cactus

crater if necessary) would be protected from tidal currents and wind

generated waves by temporary dikes.

5.4.3.2.4 Conus Disposal. This term designates the procedure of

disposing of radioactive materials in the continental United States. These
materials, including soils, would be sealed in containers and shipped
‘from the atoll to one of the low-grade disposal areas in the western part
of the United States. There are two radioactive waste burial areas which
have been identified in the western United States, both near Richland,

Washington. One is operated by the AEC for waste from the AEC's

Richland operations, but which does not accept offsite-generated waste. The
other is operated by a private firm licensed by the State of Washington.

Under proposed regulations, this latter burial ground may not be permitted
to accept plutonium-contaminated waste.

If either of these sites were available to receive the plutonium

bearing soil and radioactive debris from Enewetak, they could be reached

by a combination of ocean, Columbia River, railroad, and truck transports.

This method would move the contaminated material away trom the atoll,

however, it has serious disadvantages. The procedural or legal difficulties

could be considerable and the cost would be approximately three times ,

that of crater containment (Table 5-18).

Transport ofthis material by vessel would be required to comply

with current regulations (46 CFR 146.19).

5.5 PROGRAM SYNTHESIS

5.5.1 Possible combinations of residence, agriculture and cleanup levels

were examined. Some combinations were found to be mutually exclusive
and others were rejected for basic deficiencies. Of those remaining, a

matrix was constructed, Table 5-5, and five combinations chosen for xX

detailed analysis of dose reduction, health effects, cost and general
.acceptability. These five, identified as "cases"! are indicated in Tables~Ga_ x

and discussed in detail in the following sections. ve,

The matrix arrangement is such that the following trends are
apparent:

@ The level of cleanup effort increases from top to bottom.

e Restrictions on living conditions and agricultural practices

increase from left to right.

e The level of population dose decreases from top to buttom.
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5.5.2 Case l - No Restrictions onIsland Residence or Food Usage.
No Cleanup

 

In this case no cleanup action would be taken. All nonradioactive

. scrap and radioactive materials would remain in place. Two mutually

exclusive possibilities would result, i.e., (1) not to return to the atoll

or (2) to return. . '

i
5.5.2.1 Discussion. If the islanders were to return to Enewetak Atoll,

they would be exposed to the possibility of injury to themselves and their

children as a result of hazardous debris and exposure to residual radiation,

none of which would be cleaned up. The possibility of injury from radiation
exposure would be predominant as Case 1 imposes no restriction on
sources of food, whether terrestrial or marine, and no limitations on

traveling or location of habitation (Figure 5-1). Under these conditions

it can be expected that the radiological dose to the people would exceed
the recommended EC cubhowia. Grids x

5.5.2.2 Conclusions. In view of the existing hazards to which the

Enewetak people would be exposed.should they return to the atoll under

Case 1 conditions, it is recommended that they do not return.

5.5.3 Case 2 - Living, Terrestrial Food Sources, Travel, and Cleanup’

Restricted to Southern Islands

Case 2 would establish the requirement for a long term quarantine

of certain islands in the atoll. With a quarantine in effect, the radiological
dose to the islanders would be well below the ERDA guidelines, but if

access to certain islands, especially Runit, were uncontrolled a potential

for radiological exposures exceeding the Crivampaavould exist. Kx

qpnchsnee

e Residences restricted to southern islands, Jinedrol through

Kidrenen, and the same limitation imposed on interisland

visiting.

5.5.3.1 Habitation Plan

'@ All terrestrial foods including birds and bird eggs would be
grown on or collected from the southern islands only.

e Coconuts for subsistence or for copra would be grown only

on the southern islands. Any use of coconuts from the northern
sector, Bokoluo through Runit, would be specifically prohibited.

e Domestic animalsand fowl for consumption would be reared

only on the southern islands. —
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e Coconut crabs would be taken for consumption from the southern

islands only. .

@ Wells intended for providing groundwater for human consumption
or agricultural use would be drilled only in the southern islands,

Jinedrol through Kidrenen. Prior to being approved for use,
water from each well would be checked for salinity, bacteria

count, and radioactivity. '

e Lagoon fishing would be unrestricted.

5.5.3.2 Cleanup Actions. Under the conditions presented in Case 2, there

would be no cleanup of any radioactive materials on the atoll as cleanup is

restricted to the southern islands where no radioactive contamination .
occurred. In Table 5 -"Case 2 provides an exception to the cleanup x
actions generally meant by Row l. The level of cleanup of nonradioactive

materials would be limited to the southern islands, Jinedrol through

Kidrenen (Figure 5-2), and would include:

@ Removalof all physical hazards.

e Removal of all debris which would obstruct the development ,

of villages and agricultural areas.

bal b&NONLIN IT
e Disposal of unsalvabledebris by dumping in the lagoon. ~

5.5.3.3 Conclusions. Case 2 limits all foods sources to the southern

islands which action is difficult to justify as some of the northern islands

are only lightly contaminated. Also, itis difficult to justify limiting

travel to the southern islands since ambient gamma levels on the northern

islands do not represent a significant external exposure potential for

occasional visitation. Case 2 does leave the problems of contaminated

scrap on many islands of the atoll, and the Pu in the soil on Runit, Boken,

Lujor, and in the burial sites on Aomon, unresolved. It also leaves the

generally contaminated areas on Bokoluo, Bokombako, Kirunu, and Lujor
as they presently exist. There is also a question as to the ability of such

a limited land area to support 400 people, with a continuous upward

population growth rate.

A selection of Case 2 would necessitate the establishment of off-
limits areas in perpetuity, at least for Runit, since the metallic Pu can

be expected to be on the surface of the island indefinitely. Under present

conditions, there is a potential for exceeding established standards

through inhalation, and the possibility of spreading contaminationif
access to the island is not controlled as itis at the present time.
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Since Case 2 offers no solution to these problems, itis not

recommended as a course of action.

5.5.4 Case 3 - Living on Southern Islands, Food from -Southern Islands

plus Coconuts from 12 Northern Islands. Travel Unrestricted.

Material and Some Plutonium Cleanup
t

Case 3 permits partial use of areas of the atoll having tow radio-
active levels, leaves no hazardous legacies for the indefinite future, and

permits living patterns which, with high confidence, are expected to

result in population doses well below the ERDA guidelines. This case
does restrict habitation to the southern islands, Jinedrol through Kidrenen,

and does not recommend specific action against radioactivity in the soils

of Bokoluo, Bokombako, and Kirunu (Figure 5-3).

5.5.4.1 Habitation Plan. In Case 3, the Enewetak people would live and

obtain food as follows:

e Residence would be restricted to the southern islands, Jinedrol

through Kidrenen.

e Runit would be quarantined until complete Pu cleanup is effected

and crater containment has been completed. Other travel would

be unrestricted.
Rum

e Pandanus, breadfruit, arrowroot and other subsistzace foods x
would be cultivated on the southern islands only.

e Coconuts would be grown on the southern islands and in the

northern islands of Mijikadrek through Billae only. No

cultivation would be permitted on the northwest islands of
Bokoluo through Enjebi and on Runit.

e Domestic meat would be raised on the southern islands only

(Jinedrol-Kidrenen).

e Coconut crabs would be taken from the southern islands only.

e Lagoon fishing and wild bird and bird egg gathering would be

unrestricted (except on Runit). .

— >
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5.5.4.2 Cleanup Actions. The following actions would be taken to clean

up the atoll:

@ Physical hazards would be removed from all islands.

e Obstructions to development of habitations and agriculture

would be removed. t
. b

e@ Radioactive scrap would be removed from all islands in the

atoll.

e Boken, Lujor, and Runit plutonium concentrations greater

than 400 pCi/g would be excised and all other concentrations
between 400 and 40 pCi/g would be dealt with on an individual
basis. Concentrations of less than 40 pCi/g would not be
disturbed. Cleanup of Pu is expected to be performed
iteratively until a sufficiently low concentration level is
attained. Some 79,000 cu yds of soil would be involved in
this removal.

e Plutonium would be removed from the three burial crypts on

Aomon. %

- ama pmtormoushite
@ Unsalvable nonradioactive material would be disposed of by

dumping in the lagoon at selected locations for forming

artificial reefs.

@ Radioactive materials would be disposed of as discussed in
Section 5.4.3.2.3, namely by containment in Cactus and, if

necessary, Lacrosse craters on Lujor.

5.5.4.3 Conclusions. Case 3, by virtue of the fact that it requires
removal of only the most seriously contaminated materials, is less

expensive than succeeding Cases 4 and 5. Although this case recommends

that Enjebi not be utilized for habitation, it does impose far less stringent

' limitations on interisland visitations and the growing of commercial crops.

With respect to the latter, it provides for the clearance of obstructions
which would deny use of some of the land. Case 3 also provides for the
removal of contaminated scrap to negate the possibility of any reaching the

world's markets. Although Case 3 is composed of all actions described

in Case 2, it also provides for further actions in establishing and

maintaining radiological safeguards.
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In addition to the quarantine of Runit, (Paragraph 5.5.4.1), Case 3

recommends that studies be conducted as follows:

A test planting program on Enjebi to determine when exposure

would be within acceptable criteria without the removalof soil.

A program to determine radioactivity levels in coconut and
other food crops produced on Lujor, Kirunu, Bokojuo, Bokombako,

and Runit (after plutonium cleanup).

As an alternate to the preceding program, soil removal on
Enjebi, followed by a test planting series to determine whether
exposure for Enjebi residents would be within acceptable

criteria. _

The assembly of a team of experts to make and interpret field
yadiation and activity measurements, advise on cleanup actions
involving plutonium and other radionuclides, and provide

necessary health physics support for protection of workers,

decontamination of workers and equipment, and packaging and

handling of collected contaminated materials. It is recommended
that this program be conducted under the auspices of ERDA.

A comprehensive underground water lens sampling and analysis
program for a minimum period of ] year. Bacterial content,

salinity, and radionuclide content would be measured every
twelve months. However, the primary emphasis would be on

the development of understanding those processes which are

operating or can be made to operate to reduce the ecological
half-life of 9 Sr and +3’Cs5 below the radioactive half-life on

the northern islands.

Case 3 reasonably insures a safe habitation plan for the proposed

return of the islanders and provides a means of eventual improvement

of the environment for the benefit of all of the Enewetak people. Further,

the controlling criteria for radiation exposure developed by the AEC Task
Group can be best met by this particular alternative. This is most likely
to provide the lowest possible exposure in accordance with accepted

guidelines.
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5.5.5 Case 4 - Living on Southern Islands and Enjebi; Subsistance and

Commerical Crops on Southern Islands and, Under Controlled

Conditions, on Enjebi; Material, Soil and Some Plutonium Cleanup

Assuming the effectiveness of the corrective measures to be suggested,

Case 4 would still result in annual and 30-year gonadal doses {Task Group

Report, 1974) at or above the ERDA guidelines for those who would live on

Enjebi, and would be well above those predicted for Case 3. The success of

this case would depend upon the following factors (Figure 5-4):

e Importation of food for the Enjebi inhabitants. While this is

the most dependable method, it would be a long-term burden
on the driEnjebi which would eventually become objectionable

to them.

@ Removal of soil and replacement with imported soil. This

method is not as certain a safeguard against internal exposure
as the importation of food, but in theory it is possible thatit

would reduce the dose from pandanus and breadfruit to levels

comparable to those found on the southern islands. All this

depends upon providing sufficient imported soil to encompass

the entire root system of the mature trees, and that factors do,

not exist which would lead to recontamination. In any event,

there is reasonable doubt that safe levels could be attained by

soil replacement alone.

e The water supply for these crops must not have radioactivity
levels higher than those in the southern islands. Wtrenserded

ta

Casectsconditimas, Pieactienc-comprising,Case 4 would
be as fellexs: (fg Hern &

One ery-cd rn +h, fo IkWAT or,

5.5.5.1 Habitation Plan. If the cleanup actions to“be described in
Paragraph 5.5.5.2 should prove to be as effective as predicted, the
Enjebi people could be permitted to return to their island with the following

conditions applying:

e Residence would be restricted to the southern islands, Jinedrol

through Kidrenen and Enjebi.

e Pandanus and breadfruit would be cultivated in the south and in

imported soil on Enjebi (Paragraph 5.5.5.2).

e Other subsistence crops, e.g., arrowroot, papaya, etc., would

be grown only in the south and on Enjebi.
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e Coconuts could be grown on the northern islands of Mijikadtek
through Billae and on the southernislands. They are specifi-
cally prohibited on the northwest islands (Bokoluo-Boken).

e Domestic meat would be raised on the southers islands and

on Enjebi. ;

e Coconut crabs would be taken only from the southern islands.

e  Interisland travel would be unrestricted.

e Wild bird and bird egg gathering would be unrestricted.

e | Lagoon fishing would be unrestricted.

5.5.5.2 Cleanup Actions. Actions are categorized as follows (removal

of approximately 318,000 cu yds of soil is required):

@ Removal of physical hazards from all islands.

“@ Removal of debris and structures obstructive to the use of the

land by the people. ,

e Removal of plutonium contaminated soil from Boken, Lujor, and

Runit and removal of plutonium crypts on Aomon.

e Scraping and removal of soil in pandanus and breadfruit growing
areas (along the lagoon shore and on the northwest shore) of

Enjebi to a minimum depth of 30 cm.

e Scraping and removal of soilin commercial coconut grove areas

on Enjebi to a depth of 15 cm.

e Scraping and removal of soilin other subsistence agricultural

7 areas on Enjebi to a depth of 15 cm.

e ‘Replacing soil from scraped areas with at least equal depths

of imported soil. .

5.5.5.3 Conclusions. In Case 4 predicted doses would equal or exceed

the upper limit of the ERDA guidelines (Task Group Report, 1974). This

factor, when weighed with the great uncertainty in achieving even this

dose reduction, makes it very difficult to justify the return of the driEnjebi

to their home island. Case 4 is not recommended as a course of action.
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5.5.6 Case 5 - Unrestricted Living, Food Sources and Travel, Total

in Case 5 (Figure 5-5). ~

Cleanup of Residence and Agricultural Islands

In addition to the removal and replacement of soil on Enjebi as in

Case 4, Case 5 provides for the removal of soil to specific depths on Lujor,

Bokoluo, Bokombako, and Kirunu. The islands designated for agricultural

developmentin the Master Plan (Tab D, Appendix) would als@ be treated
to a soil removal and replacement operation similar to that described for

Enjebi. There would be no restriction on living patterns or food sources

2
5.5.6.1 Habitation Plan. If the actions to be described in Paragraph 5.5.6.2°
would achieve a level of exposure reduction as large as the calculated...
result, the entire atoll could be used in accordance with Table 4-1, ,@ab Dy Apeey}

area Agriculturally, this would mean that pandanus and breadfruit

_ would be permitted to grow only in soil having a “Sr content of less than

4.6 pCi/g. Assuming that these conditions would be met, the following
would apply:

The people would be able to live on any island in the atoll~we-

 

e

Coconut, pandanus, and breadfruit could be cultivated on those

_ islands designated in Table 4-1.

Domestic meat could be raised on any island.

Coconut crabs could be collected on any island.

Wild birds and bird eggs could be gathered on any island.

Interisland travel would be unrestricted. |

Lagoon fishing would be unrestricted.

5.5.6.2 Cleanup Actions. The following cleanup actions would be under-

taken (removal and replacement of about 779,000 cu yds of soil is involved

in these cleanup actions):

eeeeeeoe

Removal of physical hazards from all islands.

Removal of debris and structures obstructive to the use of the

land by the people.

@ Removal of unsightly debris.
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e Removal of plutonium contaminated soil from Boken, Lujor,

and Runit and the removal of plutonium crypts on Aomon.

e Scraping and removalof 10 cm of soil from Lujor and Kirunu,

14 cm of soil from Bokombako, and 47 cm from Bokoluo.
t

e Scraping and removal of 30 cm of soil from areas where
pandanus and breadfruit would be grown on Enjebi, Alembel,

Aomon, Bijire, Lojwa, Lujor, Aej, Ananij and Runit.

e Scraping and Removal of 15 cm of soil where commercial

coconut crops will be grown on the sameislands.

e Scraping and removal of 15 cm of soil in other subsistence

agricultural areas on Enjebi.

e Replacing soil from scraped areas with at least equal depths

of imported soil.

5.5.6.3 Conclusions. Case 5 is clearly more difficult and more expensive

than the other cases as it requires removal and replacement of much more

soil in the cleared areas (Case 3: 79,000 cu yds; Case 4: 318,000 cu yds;

Case 5: 779,000 cu yds). Consideration of the actions in Case 5asa
viable alternative is clouded by uncertainties regarding the exposure

reduction that can be achieved through partial soil removal and selective

soil replacement. In view of these considerations and the additional high

cost of the operation, Case 5 is not recommended as a course of action.

5.6 EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS

Several considerations are treated quantitatively here to assist in
selecting a suitable course of action in cleanup and rehabilitation of

Enewetak Atoll and in resettlement of the Enewetak on the atoll. These
considerations include estimated dose and the associated radiological

risk and the financial costs of alternative programs. The effectiveness of

each alternative program in reducing the estimated potential population

radiological dose are evaluated by calculating whole body, bone, and lung

dose for each program (see Paragraph 5.6.1). These doses are estimated

on two time bases: a 30-year dose and a maximum annual dose. Relative

values of radiological risks for each alternative program is estimated in

Paragraph 5.6.2. Estimates of the financial costs of selected alternative

programs and associated disposal methods are discussed in Paragraph 5.6.3.
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5.6.1 “Dose Estimates

Estimates of doses that individuals in the Enewetak Atoll population

may incur after they have resettled on the atoll are presented for various

alternative programs in Tables 5-6 and 5-7. In both tables, the dose

estimates are given for the whole body, the bone (mineral) and the lungs.

These estimates are based on information contained in the AEC Radiological

Survey of Enewetak Atoll, NVO-140, 1973 and in the AEC ‘Task Group ,

Report, June 19, 1974.

Particular considerations in calculating these dose estimates are:

@ No contribution to dose is assumed from groundwater since it
will be monitored and will not be used unless it meets established
guidelines for radioactive and nonradioactive impurities.

e Bone marrow dose estimates are not given because the ratio-of

bone marrow dose to the AEC guidelines of 0.25 rem/yr is
essentially the same as the ratio of mineral bone dose estimates

to the AEC guideline of 0.75 rem/yr. The bagis for this
conclusion derives from observing that when Sr deposition is

the principal source of bone and bone marrow exposure, as on

Enewetak, it is traditionally accepted that the marrow dose is
one-third the bone dose, AEC data show that contributions due.
to sources other than Sr do not add significantly to bone or

bone marrow dose estimates. Consequently, it makes no

significant difference whether bone or bone marrow is the organ

used for radiological hazard analysis since dose estimates and
dose guidelines occur in essentially the same ratio, 3 to l

respectively, for the two organs.

e Separate dose estimates are not provided for the traditionally

more sensitive members of the population (fetus and newborn).

The AEC Task Group Report (Tab B, Vol. 2 of the EIS) and

.NVO-140, page 505, show that calculations based on the most

sensitive individual do not result in significant differences in

close estimates. -

e@ The dose estimates are maximums expected in the population

for an individual free to move about and eat foods obtained

within the restrictions of each habitation plan/cleanup action
combination, These estimates are developed to provide a means

for estimating radiological health effects and risks for each
combination of interest. Dose estimates for individuals subjected

to more restrictive and adverse combinations of habitation and

v
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TABLE 5-6: ESTIMATED 30-YEAR INTEGRATED DOSES TO INDIVIDUALS~

 

 

 

       
 

(REM)

Habitation Plaoes A B Cc . B

. : Live on southern Lelands and
: . . Enjebl; vielt northern falande:

food from southern islands or Live on southern Isinnds:

Enjebl except coconut (rom l2] visit northern lalands; food Live on southern ielaads;
. . N.E. telands and pandanus and {rom southern lelands visit on southern lelands; ase

No restrictions on leland or [breadfruit from Enjebi farm except coconut from 12 N.E. food grown on only scuthern
Cleanup Actions food uenge plute oc imported? Letands~ {elande

L No cleanup, Casel ° : . : Case2
WB «6 WB = 3 (6 on Enjebi) Wheal Whe Background?

B= 66 . B= lt {20 on Enjebi) B25 B= Background

L200 : L = 0.06 (0.1 an Enjebl) L 2 0.04 L = Background

Q. Removal of all ecrap and ‘ Case 4 Case 3
Pu concentrations greater WD = 6 WB 2 3 {6 on Enjebi) WB l
than 40 pCi/g from B= 60 B « 10 (20 on Enjebl) B:z5 Same as Case 2

reaidence and agriculture L = Background L @ Background L = Background
felands. ’

I, Tustal cleanup of residengqe Case 5 “ :
and agriculsure telands, WB «= Background Habltation reetrictlon not Habitation restrictlone not Habitation resatrictlons aot

B « Background required. See Caee 5 required, See Case § required. Sea Case 5

L = Background . ; . '

LEGEND . . '

WB = Whole Body Dose

B « Bone Dase

L = Lung Dose

"Doses calculated to one elgnificant figure based on data fromNVO-140 and AEC Taek Group Report.

 

    Proses calculated from an assumed population distribution of 44 perce  the population on the southern Ja}

: . co

{rom Mijikadrek to Billae and BikenctioparisieereEnjebl, and 50 percenc

Preoe

“Doses calculated from leland area wolghted distribution of coconuts;

from the southern lelands.

er oxternally or interna!ly.Background meana that the dose Is estimated to bo no greater than would bo absorbed from naturally occurring sources;
Eatinates for background 30-year dosea are: WR2! rem, B® 4 rem, and L = 0.0009 rem.   
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TABLE 5-7: ESTIMATED MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSES TO INDIVIDUALS*
(REM)

 

Hebditation Plane

Cleanup Actions

No restrictions on Island

or food usage

B

Live on southern islands and

Enjebl; vieit northern islande;

food from southern Iislanda or

Enjebi except coconut from

12, N.E. islande and pandanus

and breadf-ult from Enjebi

farm plots or Imported .

Live on southern lalands; vieit

northern Lelande; food from

southern Islands except coconut

‘from 12 N.E. tetands

Live on southern islande; visit

on southern islands; use

food grown on only southern
islands
 

 

islands.

i. No eleanup. Cace } Case 2
. WB.20.3 WB «0,1 (9.3 on Enjebi) WB = 0.05 WB: Background?

De2 B = 0.5 (! on Enjedi} B=0.2 B = Background
L = 0,004 L = 0,002 (0,004 on Enjebi) L = 0,001 L = Background

I, Removalof all scrap and ‘ Case 4 Case 3
Pu concentrations greater WB «= 0,3 WB = 0.1 (0.3 on Enjebi) WB = 0,05

than 40 pCi/g from Be2 B = 0.5 (1 on Enjebi) B=0.2 Same as Case 2

residence and agriculture L = Background L = Backsround . L, = Background

 

andagriculture islands, i, Total cleanup of residence | Case 5
WB «= Background
B® Background
L ® Background  Habitation restrictions not

required. See Case §

Habltation restrictlone not

required. See Case 5 Habitation reetrictions not

required. See Case 5 
 

LEGEND

" WB = Whole Body Dose
B = Bone Dose

L = Lung Dose

"Doses calculated to one significant figure based on data from NVO-140 and AEC Task Group Report. AEC guidelines for maximum annual dose are:
WB «20.25, B # 0.75. See Table 5-6 for assumptions used In dose calculations for columns B and C.

Background means that the dose Ja estimated to be no greater than would be absorbed from naturally occurring sources, either externally or Internally.

Eatimates for annual background dose are: WB 20.04 rem, B® 0.1 rem, and Lb 23x 107 rem.

 



"AEC Task Group Report but are not considered in the alternative programs
in this EIS. These more adverse Task Group Report combinations are

extremely unlikely whenconsidering historic living patterns on the atoll and

the stated preferences of the Enewetak Atoll people for use of the various
islands. Furthermore, it has been determined that consideration of these

‘other combinations would increase already unacceptable doses bet would

;not change the acceptability of recommended alternative programs.

{ Table 5-6 lists estimates of deses absorbed over a period of 30 years.

These estimates can be considered the higest that any generation would

receive. The maximum annual doses listed in Table 5-7, include recogni-

tion that the maximum for each component cof radionuclide contribution to
total dose occurs at different times during the 30-ycar period. Data and

methods used to obtain the estimates in Table 5-6 and 5-7 are discussed

' in Paragraphs 5.6.1.1 through 5.6.1.3.

Comparison of these results with the dose guidelines recommended
by the AEC Task Group Report, 1974 (see Table 5-3) is shown in. Table 5-8.

This comparison is given as the ratio of estimated individual dose to the

appropriate dose guideline. For habitation plan A with cleanup actions I or

Il, the maximum annual whole body dose for an average individual on the

atoll is about 20 percent higher than the AEC guideline. For habitation

plan B, the maximum annual whole body dose for an average individual is

well below the AEC guideline; but for an individual residing on Enjebi, the

whole body dose under these conditions is estimated to be 20 percent higher

than the AEC guideline. For other combinations of cleanup actions and

habitation plans, the maximum annual doses are well within the guidelines

' recommended by the AEC.

Regarding bone doses, estimates for habitation plan A exceed the

AEC guideline of 0.75 rem/yr, except for cleanup action III, even when

the distribution of population is taken into account. For habitation plan B,

the bone dose appears to be satisfactory in comparison to the guideline

except for an individual residing on Enjebi. Other combinations result

in maximum annual doses well within AEC guidelines.

5.6.1.1 Internal 30-Year Doses. Data for internal doses to whole body

and bone are presented in Table 5-9. These data were used in developing

the estimates in Table 5-6. In addition, data from Tables 1 and 2 of the

AEC Task Group Report were used in deriving these estimates. In

particular, living patterns A and Din Tables 1 and 2 of the Task Group

Report were used for estimating whole body and bone doses in Column B
of Table 5-6. These patterns correspond to life styles likely to be adopted

by people living and growing food on the southern islands and by people

‘living and growing food on Enjebi, respectively. An appropriate combination

of these patterns reflecting the spatial distribution of the population is used

for the final evaluations in Tables 5-6 and 5-7,
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TABLE 5-8: RATIOS OF ESTIMATED MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSES TO
RECOMMENDED ANNUAL DOSE GUIDELINES FOR INDIVIDUALS?

_— pee
 

Habltation Plane

Cleanup Actions

No reatrictions on leland or

food usage

B /

Live on southern \slands and

Eajebl; vielt narthera lalande;

food from eo fern lelande or

Enjebi asedcoconut from

12 N.E. Selands and pandanus

and breadfruit from Enjebi

farm plote or Imported coconut from 12 N.E. lelande®

 

Live on southern lelende; visit
on southern lelands; use

food grown on only southera
leleads
 

 

  
L No cleanup. Caee l Case 2

RWB «1,2 hWB = 0.4 (1.2 on Enjebi) RWB = 0,2
RB = 2.7 RB = 0.7 (1. 3 on Enjebi) RB = 0.3 b

I. Removal of all scrap and Case 4 Case 3
Pu concentrations greater RWB = 1,2 RWB» 0.4 (1.2 on Enjebi) RWB « 0.2
than 40 pCi/g from RB «2,7 RB = 0,7 (1.3 on Enjebi) RB = 0.3
reaidence and agriculture

islands, b

U1. Total cleanup of residence Case 5

and agriculture islande, b b b b    
 

LEGEND

RWB = Ratlo of Maximum Annual Dose to Recommended Limit for Whole Body Dose (0.25 rem/yr).

RB = Ratio of Maximum Annual Dose to Recommended Limit lor Bone Dose (0.75 rem/yr).

*Applicable to average individual on entire atoll, except where noted. People should not return If the ratios are greater than unity,

othe ratios are effectively less than or equal to the ratio of background dose to recommended guideline where RWB40.16 and RBS 0.13,



 

TABLE 5-9: INTERNAL DOSES DERIVED FROMINGESTION

OF FOODS GROWN ON GIVEN ISLANDS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

r 30-Year Doses;

wer -~ (Rem)

Area Whols Body Bone

Jaland Group (Acrea) Remarks Foods (! *7c,) . ( se)

Bokoluo to , 104.87 Northern islands Coconuts 0.95 8.6
Boken , na che showing greatest Pandanus and
r. ma raediocactivities Breadfruit 6.15 93.4

Ai, bar, | fof Enewetak Other 2.45 24.0
Tp) Atoll survey

Sum 9.58 126.0

Bokombako 30.50 |Same as above Coconuts 2.18 14.9

Pandaaous and

(Belle) Breadsruit 13.80 186.5
. . Other 5.42 40.6

Sum 21, 40 212.0

Enjebi 290,58 -]Same as above Coconuta 0.71 5.2
. . ) Pandanue and

(Geert Breadfruit 4.60 55.5
Other 1.30 14,7

Sam _ : 7.10 75.4

Mijikaidrek to 524.31 Northeasters Coconuts 0.27 2.2

VanpieBaBikea (Biken is south- Pandanus aad
western) islands Breadfruit t.71 24.9

(easeee with intermediate Other 0,93 6.5
Ve levels of

Com radioactivity
Oey).

Sum 2.67 32.7

Jinedrol to . 804. 58 Southern islands Coconuts 0.04 0, 28

Kidrenenenemies with very low Pandanus aad
(An. levels of Breadfruit 3. 06 a. 48

Potty) radioactivity Other 0.04 1.34

Sara 0.14 2. 10

taklagoon --  |Marine Source Seafood 0.05? 0.84”      
 

“pnewetak Radiological Survey, '' NVO-140 (1973), Table 202, p. 604, except where noted.

pita. Table 162, p. $40. The “jose taken correspond to whole body and bone dases from

‘allnuclides, not just 1374 and
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by people living and growing food on the southern islands and by people

living and growing food on Enjebi, respectively. An appropriate combination

of these patterns reflecting the spatial distribution of the population is used

for the final evaluations in Tables 5-6 and 5-7.

The contributions of radionuclides in coconuts, pandanus and bread-

fruit, and other components of the Enewetak diet are given for e&ch of

several island groups in Table 5-9. The islands are grouped in decreasing

_order of contamination.as follows:

Bokoluo to Boken plus Bokombako

Enjebi
Mijikaidrek to Van plus Biken

Jinedrol to Kidrenen

These data were used in the construction of area weighted food and island
contributions to the internal dose estimates in Column C of Table 5-6.

Variation in the time of exposure among foodstuffs influences the

cumulative internal dose. Asa period of about 7 to 10 years is required

for the maturation of seedling pandanus, breadfruit, and coconut trees, ,
and few fruit bearing plants are now available on Enewetak Atoll, these

foods can not contribute to the internal dose until the maturation period

has passed. For sirnmplicity, the maturation period is assumed to be 8

years in the calculation of doses for Tables 5-6 and 5-7.

Values for. the lung dose contributions are.comprised of two

components: dose from inhalation of plutonium and whole body dose. In

every case of Table 5-6, the magnitude of the inhalation dose is insignificant

compared to the whole body dose. Estimates of inhalation dose to the lungs
were based on the data in Table 204 of NVO-140, 1973, using living

patterns Iand II]. These estimates are noted in Table 5-6. Due to the

small magnitude found for the plutonium contribution to the lung dose, the

time dependent character of the inhalation dose is not significant to the ©

calculation of maximum annual dose, .

5.6.1.2 External 30-Year Doses. External dose contributions from

gross gammaradiation fields of different isopleths on different island

groups are listed in Table 5-10. Area weighted averages of the exposure

rates of isopleths and of the external dose estimates by island group areas

were used in determining the external dose contributions to the estimates

given in Table 5-6.

 

The sources of external exposure are assumed to disappear bytheir

nuclear decay alone. No credit is assumed in the estimation of integral
.doses for any removal irom the local environment by weathering or other
natural processes.
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TABLE 5-10: CALCULATIONS OF EXTERNAL DOSES TO INDIVIDUAL
RESIDING ON GIVEN ISLANDS .

  

   

         
 

leopiaths ~ +

Lend Clesaus Espocoure * Telrty Year
Aves Action? Ares Rated , Emteraal Doce

Ylaad Creep faeree} rCodet Cade (Acree) G&A the Remarte (rem)

Bebslve te Bokea 2.a Rew i K« 2.09 390 calculated by tcopista aren weighted

plae Botrombeke, Lejer a 18 193 Praised 110 Enyeds) expoomre rates:
end Rott . t $3.82 98 Enjedi caternai dose raken from AEG

a 4.220 so pattern LS; all locauene tesumed
a $4.6) 24 equally accessible 4
r &. 81 2
s8 448 6

Rew 2 Radiclegiacl cleanup dace unt cpprecisbiy
reduce emerasi dese ta Raw 1 6.4

. e .

Rew Removel of st \enst isepleths F through K Bockground”

Rapes . 206. $8 Aowi I 5,% Le Taj external dose tanes trem AEC
a 338,15 80 portera wui*
¢ 28.88 a

an r 34,09 42
‘ ‘ ak 23.85 6 . «ee

° aew 5 . Same remark a6 (ar Row 1 cteanup of
Boebeize te Bokea plas Bonombaze,

Lajor aed Anal “eo

Rew Remevel of ot leaat jsopicthe F through I Bechgrovad?

S4tjthaidrek te Billae ead 376.92 Rew f 6 17,49 4 Same cemark se far Row | cleanup of

Bie r 37.03 uz Benelve io Bokes ples Dokembere,
. . ak zs.4e 6 hujor and Renk hi.

Rew & Sema remark as (ae Rew & cisanug of
Bekolve te Boten piss Sonembane,

. < : Lajer aed Acai 4.3

Roo T . Remove) of af lcact looplethe F and C Backsroses®

Sendrel we Ridreesa 804, 38 aewt «Ee 66.58 6 Ente rnal doce of seuthore islands
tahon {com pativra ll” estimated te be

. apprecumately that of becigreuad ae

aeow B ° Same remark as for Row 7 clesaup of
Bekeiea to Bohen pilus Sokemeane,

° Lajer oad Raa a8 ‘

Rew 1 Littte radiotegical clenaup required Backsrvens*

*otenmnp actions refervaced 00 taliowe:

Sade GCleenus Action
Rew! Me radislegicai cleanup : . .

Rew Cleanup of ail radioactive scrap
. *eRerwewal of plutonium duriat ence

Removal ef plutenium bearing seit with cancentration to excess Of 400 pCi/g
40 and 400 pCi/g considered om case by cane basisRerrweel ef plutoanum wearing soil with Cancentretsien be tw

Rew BM Campiete radio\egical cleanup owem that tho expected dese ts aet greater 2640 would be absorbed irom a6turaily exccurriag soarces

 

Mepecare rete le related re individual onaeal dese by

?rembyeiB persea 3 vet
wees ne

Kapooere rate barn . ute 10"

ep 613, Living pattern lcorresponds te poopie living. "yrewisg food," and visiting oe only-” emewtak Radislogical Survey,” NVO-140 11973, Table 206,
Seuthere isleades Jinedrel te Kidreses, Living patterm Lil corresponds to peopl living and growing (ond oa only Enjont. and vietting aarthera telsads.

" Syecgroned metus thas the doce Lo ssting to bee greeter han would be shuereed (rom aamreily sccesring seareee

aes bale tll drat (ey
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5.6.1.3 Maximum Annual Dose. The dose rate is not constant during the

30-year period for which "veneration’' doses are calculated. Consequently

- the maximum annual dose during this period is calculated for comparison

with the annual exposure guidelines recommendedby the AEC.

The internal dose rate is dependent on the particular radionuclide

as well as its retention characteristics within the body. Consetuently,

the time dependence and the point in time of the maximum dose rateis

’ different for each combination of radionuclide, environmental pathway,

i

and target organ for which the dose is being-calculated. . Because of

uncertainties inherent in some of these time constants, the internal con-

‘tribution to the maximum annual dose rate is the sum of the individual

maxima disregarding their separation in time. This results in a slightly

conservative estimate of the maximum annual dose. The times of these

maxima are shown in Table 5-11. As discussed in Paragraph 5.6.1.1,

the maturation time for pandanus, breadfruit, and coconut trees is taken

to be 8 years for simplicity. The maxima for these exposure pathways

are then adjusted: accordingly.

The external dose contribution is simply corrected for its radio-

logical decay with no credit being assumed for any weathering, erosion,
or other natural processthat might increase its rate of disappearance.

The sum of the internal and external contributions represents the total of

the maximum annual dose. The results are presented in Table 5-7. Refer-

ring to Case 1 in Table 5-7, higher maximum annual doses could be estimated

as shown in.Table 3 of the AEC Task Group Report. However, these higher

doses represent highly unlikely living patterns and, even if included, would

only have increased the unacceptability of this case.

5.6.2 Comparison of Risks for Alternative Programs

Each alternative program considered for cleanup and habitation can
be associated with a level of radiological risk for the people of Enewetak

Atoll. A semi-quantitative measure of this risk is provided by estimating

the number of health effects* expected from the radiological exposure in

each alternative. The risk criteria given in Table 5-1 are used as the basis

for making these estimates, assuming a total atoll population of 1,000
receiving the 30-year integrated doses given in Table 5-6 for each alternative.

Table 5-12 lists the estimated health effects.

*As indicated in NCRP Report No. 43, Review of the Current State of

Radiation Protection Philosophy, January 15, 1975, it is very unreasonable
to interpret these upper limit estimates as actual risk. Because of the

extreme conservatism in these estimates, they should be used only as

general guidelines in any risk analysis.
. vw

 



s~ i] TABLEan INFORMATION FOR CALCULATING MAXIMUM INTERNAL ANNUAL DOSES

 

 

 

a b Dose Conversion

Tnex Tex +8 yr Dose Period r Factor

Radionuclide Critical Organ (yrs) {yrs} (yrs) K L/K

1 90, Bone 4.82 - 30 23.10 0.0433
: - 22 18,22 0.0549

« 13 30 25. 65 0.0390

137... Whole Body 1.83 - 30 2keui 0.0474

- 22 17, 75 0.0563
- 10 30 25.17 0.0397

Pu Lung 19.00 , - 30 28.01 0.0357         

V
E
S

“rhe time at which the internal exposure rate becomes maximum for a particular radionuclide and target organ

is denoted by Tnax’ and is calculated from the formula fn ()_/_)
T = m r

max h =X ’ . —_ ‘
m r

where yy is the biological decay constant for man, and A, is the radioactive decay constant for the radionuclide.
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°

bassumed 8-year maturation periods for pandanus, breadfruit, and coconut seedling trees.

“rhe period of time over which the dose rate is integrated is denoted by T.

' Gan empirical factor used to relate the maximum annual dose to an integrated dose for a longer period is denoted

| by K. The relation is given by

D . Dr + seen

T K°
max’

" The factor K is determined from equations given in NVO-140, pp, 537-38.
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TABLE 5-12: ESTIMATED NUMBEROF HEALTH EFFECTS*
FROM 30-YEAR DOSES TO POPULATION OF 1,000

 Habitation Plans

Cleanup Actions

Zs

No restrictions on (sland or

food usage

B

Live on southern Islands and

Enjeti; visit northern tslands;

food from southern islands or

Enjetl except coconut from 12

N.E. Salands and pindanus ead

breacfruit from Enjebi fasm

plots or imported

Fi us

Live on southern lelands;

vistt northern Islands; food
from southern islands

#pt coconut from 12 N,E.

Islinds

Live on southern (elands:

visit on southern lalands: use

food grewn on only southe=n
lelands

 
1. No cleanup.

/

 

felands. H(Total) 23 H(Total)2 0.4).gy
\.

H( Total) 20. 2

/ : Case 2

H(WB}<0.3 to 1 /->: HOWDB)<0.2 to 0.8 H(WB)<0.05 to 0,2 oy
1 H(B)<2 HIB053 * W(D)e 0.1 Background
| H(L)4ol 1i(L) <0. 002 . _ H(L)%0.691

H(Totalje3 ° /  O7993 Piroral)z 0.8 1(Total) £0. 3

U. Removal of all scrap and . Y- 7 sere eer) Case 4 Case 3
Pu concentrations greater H(WB)<0.3 to 1 H(WD)<0.2 to 0.5, HiW'3) 40.05 to 0.2

than 40 pCi/g from H{B)£2 b H(B)ZO.3 6 EN Hi{B)=0.1 Smo
residence and agriculture N{L)s Background WL)> Background), UL)ADackground

Same @5 Grom<

      
 

UI, Total cleanup of residence| Case 5 ‘ a. : LA x
and agriculture Isiands,. - b ° ‘ Seee sole 7

Background Same as Case $ Same as Case 5 Same as Case 5

LEGEND
H(WB) © Maximum Expected Whole Body Health Effects

H(b) = Maximum Expected Bone Health Effecto

H{(L) = Maximum Expected Lung Health Effecta

H{Total) © Maximum Expected Total Health Effects

oF
\

“Health effects mean somatic cancer inductions(hat result In fatality, calculated to one elgnificant figure, The number of fatal and nonfatal cases Is estimate

to be twice the number of fatar cases.
ihe beckyreund Cudcadiom

Dackpaeund-Sticers-tor-J0aserminyie-et, WB

CBeotte beats br sonybatrgivatTewsFY
=I rem, .B #4 remand L « 0.0009 rem are:

See Table 5-} fur dose response rates used to estimate health effects.

' '

|

.

H(WD) £0.05 to 0.2

H(B)<0.1
H(L!}<0. 00002

H(Total)=0.3 :

\

Theee eMeckwed be nad, Ain 4 hore
+ REoe

NN
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As indicated in Table 5-12, the total numberof health effects per

1,000 people is the sum of health effects estimated for whole body, bone

and lung doses. This total is the maximum estimated health effect* or

risk. The actual risk may actually be zero or negligible when compared

to effects resulting from natural or background exposure. !

 

*As indicated in NCRP Report No. 43, Review of the Current State of
Radiation Protection Philosophy, January 15, 1975, it is very unreasonable
to interpret these upper limit estimates as actual risk. Because of the
‘extreme conservatism in these estimates, they should be used only as

general guidelines in any risk analysis.
~
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risk. The actual risk may actuary be zero or negligible when compared

to effects resulting from natural or background exposure.
f oa . :

be
“a

Reviewing Table 5-12, it can be seen that several alternative
programs result in health effects which are estimated to be no greater

‘than those induced by naturally occurring background radiatign. These

programs, yielding the greatest reduction in radiological risk, also are

either the most restrictive in terms of habitation plans or the most costly

in terms of cleanup. For example, Case 2 restricts the Enewetak Atoll

people to the scuthern islands with no agriculture or visitation on the

northern islands and Case 5 places no restriction on residence, agriculture
or visitation of the people but imposes enormous costs as is shown in

later discussion.

: Short of reducing radiological risk to background levels, it can be

seen that Cases 3 and 4 offer compromises which increase the extent of

Enewetak Atoll people's agricultural, residence and visitation activities

without causing significant increases in risk. The Case 3 risk estimate

indicates that, as a maximum,the number of health effects vented miyht

increase to twice the background level although the actual numberof

added health effects may be no greater than those observed in the back-

ground cases. For Case 4 the total number of health effects (Case 4 plus

background) is estimated to be no more than about 4 times the background

case. Again it should be noted that actual number of added health effects

may be no greater than the background effects; however, as suggested by

the Case 4 risk estimates, the Enewetak people will be exposed to somewhat a
s because of the Enjebi agricultural activities.Le eeincreased

radrolesiial nie

As shown in Table 5-12, the cleanup actions introduced when going

from Row Ito Row II do not significantly reduce the overall estimate of.

radiological risk for any given habitation plan. These added cleanup

actions consist of radioactive scrap removal] and waeremoval of
mes. .” accordance wa, mu cleseue gad

plutonium concentrations - “

t. Such cleanup results in negligible dose reduction

since these actions mitigate the external and inhalation pathway doses

which contribute only small fractions to the total dose. This result does

not mean that cleanup actions defined by Row II should be omitted. They

are desirable from the standpoint of eliminating the possibility of undue

individual exposure and the accessibility efradioactivity anywhere on the

atoll. . +o

In summary, the radiological risks displayed in Table 5-12 suggest

that further consideration of alternative programs can be restricted to

Cases 1 through 5. Case 1 represents the risk, clearly unacceptable,

associated with unrestricted use of the atoll and no cleanup action and
seweee ae a enw oe

Y\aP |
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Case 5 represents the case of essentially caznplete removalof risk to
allow unrestricted usec. Cases 2, 3 and 4 represent compromises on use,
cleanup and risk between Cases 1 and 5. These factors are summarized

in Table 5-13 along with cost data to provide a basis for overall consid-

eration of each case. The cost data are devcloped in Section 5.6.3.

Reviewing Table 5-13, the best combination of features is found in Case 3.
In this case cleanup is practically complete; the problems of ¢dontaminated .
pandanus and breadfruit are minimized; restriction on population movement

is reaeowersty minimal, except for the restriction of no residences or

agriculture on Enjebi; the 30-year doses are resqwmmeti-. low; aad the

“maximum annual doses fall within AEC guidelines) and Tae yncreas ed me radrolgread s
risk, expressed as bee fls eheets, "3 No mor Thon gee! wy Ae decreed risk fram backg vou nel

5.6.3 Estimated Costs radiotion 14

The estimated costs for cleanup operations involved in Cases 1
through 5 are summarized in Tabie 5-27. These estimates were based

on the assumption that work would begin in late 1975 using estimated

values of services and products applicable to 1976. These values were

determined from contracts and recent historical purchasing data.

Base camp rehabilitation includes the cost of renovating the ,

existing structures on Enewetak and any new construction connected with

the establishment of the camp. Cleanup costs are those associated with

the actual rédivicogical and physical cleanup work on the individual islands.

They include estimated travel times from the base camp to the work

sites, as well as a contingency for time lost due to weather conditions.

The technical support costs are those which are associated with planning,

engineering, and estimating activities pertinent to the cleanup program.

The costs included in logistical support are for air transportation,
helicopter operation, barging and shipping, interisland marine operations,

packing and crating of equipment and supplies, general services for

Government agencies, operation of off-site offices in Oakland and

Honolulu, and the hiring and processing of personnel. Maintenance and

operations costs included all base camp operations associated with the

program as well as procurement and maintenance of equipment.

To obtain a broader view of overall costs, twelve million for

rehabilitation and resettlement should be added to the estimate of any of

the five cases. This estimate is based on the tentative budget allocated

by the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands for this purpose. This

estimate does not include provision for administrative or agricultural

maintenance costs beyond the first 2 years of the operation.
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TABLE 5-!: SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COSTS($000)

 

 

 

     

Case

Program Activity 2 3 4 fos

Field Construction _ . :

Base Camp Rehabilitation 4,405] 4,488 4,488; 4,488

_ , Radiological Cleanup Qo, 3,384] 7,708 14,121

i*Physical Cleanup 1,502] 2,089} 2,085} 6, 343y

Technical Support 97 97 97 97

Logistical Support 6,933] 10,193 13,992 23, 318

‘Maintenance and Operations 12,566] 15; 326} 19, 966 33,245

Including Equipment

Total Program 25, 503 35,577 48, 396 81, 612 
 

 

The above estimated costs are based on the assumption that operations

Disposal costs are shown separately and arewill begin late in 1975.

additive to these totals.

 

*
Level 2 for Cases 2, 3, and 4; Level 3 for Case 5.
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, ensfoe for hin of disposal operations are summarized in

Table 5- These estimates were based on considerations of material

quantities, methods of preparation, and transportation distances.

Assuming the work will be started in late 1975, these estimates reflect

1976 prices. 7
. i

Major factors influencing the costs in the ocean dumping and Conus

disposal options are material preparation and transportation distance.
In the crater disposal option, the contaminated materials are left on

Runit. Transportation requirements are minimal for this option and no

particular preparation of materials is required. Material preparation is

a major factor in the crater entombment option, although transportation

requirements are minimal. The option calling for stockpiling of con-

taminated materials on Runit is a temporary measure, and ultimately

involves the cost of one of the other options.

Material quantities vary strongly among the different cases for soil

that is removed, but is constant among cases for radioactive scrap.

Measured estimates of these quantities are tabulated as follows (Engineering

Study, .1973):

Contaminated Soil Contaminated Scrap Noncontaminated
Case (cu yds) (cu yds) Scrap (cu yds)
 

} - - -
2 ae ee 58, 000
“3 79, 000 7,262 73,000
4 318, 000 7,262 80, 000

5 779, 000 7, 262 126, 000

Asummary of t Leteanup physical details and costs for each island
is given in Table 5-¥. The physical details include the acreage, the

radioactivity levels, the plutonium concentrations, the columns of radio-

active, nonradioactive, and cosmetic debris. Estimated costs are shown

for debrushing, scraping, replacing soil, and removing radioactive and

nonradioactive debris. Costs for disposal are not included; these’are
tabulated in Table 5-1}. -

4s
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TABLE 5-1: DISPOSAL COSTS — RADIOACTIVE SOIL AND CONTAMINATED

 

 

 

 
 

      
 

DEBRIS (22)

Case

Method . 2 3 4 5

. 3 .
.

Material Volume alo Cubic Yards 0- 87.3 327.3 787.3

Meterial Orsposal Gsf, floce

Crater Dumping : 0 320.0 19, 425. 0* 75, 052, 0™

Ocean Dumping 9 9,989.0* 43,281.0* 110, 360.0"
wu .

,
: ‘

Conus Disposal 9 18,910.0* 78,966.0* 197, 342.0"

Crater Entombment | 0 6,968.0 26,558.0 92, 243.0

é

Check Ln. |
. ’Co Op.c OLs

?

 

* . . .
Includes additional support costs due to schedule extension required for completion of operation. 
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TABLE 5-@ SUMMARY OF CASE STUDIES
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Case

Item ! z 3 4 5

Residence Islands No Restrictions South Only South Only South plus Enjebi No Restrictions

Intarisiand Visitation No Restrictions South Only No Restrictions * No Restrictions No Reatrictions

Sources of Pandanus No Restrictions South Only South Only South and farm Sewtoly
and Breadtruit ‘ plots on Enjebi No Kes lrictias

Sources af Coconuts No Restrictions South Only South and agrscul- South and Enyebi Seatewiy

ture islands in a “ns w Gila€e 2 .
north «+ ™ Io Kashoichonp

Physical Cleanup : Noae PRSrebt hazardous Ppyperes! Hazardous Phpowset hhrard OVS) Plyetealbhasarden

and obstructive and obstructive and obstructive ata obatructives Co
debris categorioan debsis categories debria categories bobteaergatees

of nonradioactive of nonradioactive of nonradiractive wt nonradioactive

ecrap scrap and all ecrapmag Ai scrappeal

radioactive scrap radioactive scrap radsoaclive scrap

Plutonium Cleasup None None All concentrations All concentrations All concentrations

2 400 pCi/g and 8400 pCi/g and 2400 pCi/g and

concentrations cancentrations concentrations

between 40 and 400 between 40 and 400 between 40 and 400

pCi/g as considera-| pCi/g as considera | pCi.’g as considera-

tions warrant tions warrant tions warrant

Thirty Year Dose ta

Average Individual

(sem) .

Whole Body 6 Background 1 3 (6 on Enjebi) Background

Bane 60 1 Background 5 10 {20 on Enjebi) Background
Lung 0, Backgrouad ackfrou SAILS Background

‘ 3 nd Backaroisid 5

Number of Fatalities anc, 4 Oc<rataoeee _ 002-0, 04 s
from Thirty Year

Dose to Population of < 3 Dackqround < 0 3 SS OR Backe round

Maximum Annual Dose .

to Average lndividual

irem)
Whole Body 0.3 Background 0.08 Q. 8 (0.3 on Enjebl) Background

Bone 2 Background 0.2 0.5 {1 on Enjebi} Background

Lung 0.304 Background 22a Backyaed falaloceyebibe Background

Vakkyand
Ratio of Maximum

Aanual Doss to AEC

Criteria .

Whole Body 1.2 S Packqround 0.2 3 2gtBs Enjebi) | Backes round
Bone wa ‘2, < un oe 0.’F( 3 on Enjebi} =
nh as 7 S Bakey a ocr Oriadeomtirps |< fackeyD

{—

Cleanup Cost (Millions - =a rs oP Cc

of Doliars)

Dispoeal Cost (Millions) - a wr ros yu of Dollare       
 



TABLE 5-16: CLEANUP REQUIREMENTS BY CASE AND ISLAND(®)

Cached

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

. Present Cleamp Cace2 Case 3 Come f Case
Coadiicse Actions i

Qty. com Quy. A vet Qty. wvet Gu ' vost
»$000) 1$9001 " 4$300) £300)

Debrusa Sire al read g
Beokelne/22 Acres

. ay Scrape 54. 100 cy 323.9
Bel 130 eR /me

.  t2)
ee i

“ wily Repisee Soil $4,706 ey 10.8
Debris, Radioactive loey

Debeie- Radicactive 2.5 2.5 a.$
Total Debris N.C. 426 ey

Debris. Phyocal 332.¢ t1.¢ z0,*
Debris-Ceametic 147 ey Total 1.4 ee tigre

Betombaro/}0 Acres Devrush VISA PED

Bey 260 Kine Scrape 24, 405 cy i4n

rw 130 pCi/g
Davrie, Radioactive ° Replace Soil 24,495 cy 2778
Tetat Debris N.C. bey Debris-Radieactive

Dobris- Cosmetic dey Debris-Payatcal 4.0 $.4

Toral ‘ 4.0 ble 4

Deoeuss b.73 A tol 9
Kirves/? Acree

. Scrape 3 O%b ey eit
BY o6 pA /ne

rw a fle Replace Soil 3.051 ey sae
Debris, Radioactive e

Gebrive-Radisactive
Teal Devries N.C. 112 eg .

Debris-Peysicsl 3 3.3 a8
Debrie-Commetic 100 ey .

Total 5.3 $.3 2102

Deprues
jiatLesj Actes Scrape

9 Bey 66 pRfee

98 eGis,
~ ecilg Replace Soil

ori i
Debrie, Radioactive t ° Debrre-Radieactive

. fe NVC.
. Tetat Dabele N.C ° Debesg-Payeical

Debris-Cosmetic o
Total

Debdrusa
beklewetmea

Scraps
Bey 1b pRfar

re 24 pCi
vile Replace Soil

Debris, Radioactive °
Debeis-Radinactive

Total Debrie N.C. 9
Debeie-Physical

Dwbris-Cosmetic 9
Total

Boeken! Bocaidriadrin/ Deurueo LoLA obec L2La oa 2 Lob A ba.e

60 Acree Scrape 4403 ey 59.9 6403 cy 39.49 4403 cy 39.9

bey 260 pRioe :

tay 266 pci/G Replace Soil 6403 cy 73.4 6405 cy 73.8 0403 cy 73.8

Debris, Radioactive Q Debris. Radieactive 2.2 a2 3.2

Total Debrie N.C. i, 312 ey Dedrie-Physical $2.7 $2.7 $2.7

Debrie-Cosmetic | 717 ey Total aye 2i7 4 27:8
. Debresk 250 a 548.8 250 a San. 4

Eajodi/291 Acres
Scrape 99. ddZer] 998.3 f229. bizcy| 998.3

Bev 130 yA /as

~ 170 gc. /,

Debris, RK os me Replace Soil 230. 812 ey| 2,825.2 PIV eer] 2,025.2
ete ai $» Radioactive v Devris-Radiaactive 53.6 ae 7.9Total Debris N.C, 9.684 cy

- Debris-Pryecal 316.2 sa3.? 338.3
Dabrie-Coemetic 2,021 ey

. Toeal . 9.7 4,740.7 4.774 7       
() Cased isnot beste] G5 Wo Clemmap somdd Le performed cud

diuarepms and wst umd
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TABLE 5-19 (continued)
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Preseat Cleasup Case 2 Case } Cases - Case $

Condinon Actions

Qty. Loot Cry. Con Qty ,ou wty \ Oat
$0008 1$cO01 Sow m4

Debruen
DM jikadrek/I6 Actes . Serape

Rey 33 pA fhe

~ $0 pCi/g Replace Soli
Debris, Radiosctive 8 Debris-Radiosctive

cc. ae
Total Dedeis N.C ' “v Debria-Physscal 23.8 23.5 ars

° aDebris- Cosmas 691 ey Totat 23.1 ant 42.6

Debreads

Kidrinan/20 Acres Serape

BeY 33 pR/ae

re 22 pCi/g Replace Soil
Dedric, Radicactive 9 Debris- Radioactive

Total Debris N.C. biey Dndese-Prysical 2.3 2.5 ae
Debris-Coamatic ST ey Total hs . ao

Debruah ~
Bokeostab/12 Acree

Scrape
BY Lo uh /be ,

~ 35 Cl /g Replace Soil
a

Debris, Radioactive Dedrie- Radioactive
otal Deprie N.C. 72Total Deorie N.C 272 ey Devris-Fapeccal 15.4 is.4 aes

Debrie-Coematic :Tots! sé s4 24.3

Dedrusa
rtla/}1 Acres Secape

Bey 36 pR for

» a0 ecils Replace Sail .
Deb: i a

tle, Radioactive Dobe! s- Radioactive
N.C.

Total Debrie N.C ® Dedris-Paysicat
Dabrie-Cosmatic 6

Total

Cebrusa waa is03
Aaji4i a

! eres Strape ‘ 2b, 621 cy isa.i

Bey 32 -Riar

~ 20 pCl/g RapinceSalt 2b.e2t ey 303.1
Debris, Radicactive 9

Debris» Radioactive
Total Debris N.C. Ley
Dep Debrie- Puysical 1.

le-rig-Coameric ley Total $91.8

Dedruce baa 2 Lda . s0 7S A Yh.G

Lujor/54 Acres
Scrape 600 cy 6.7 000 cy 6.7 all ussicy 24a 2

Be’ ab pR/he

Pe $33 ycls
veils Replace Soil 600 ey 12.4 600 ey 12.4 [41,135 cy 404.6

Debris, Redicactive iT cy
t Deb Radioactive 20.6 20.8 2.8

‘etal Deprie N.C.
= eee asey Oeorte- Physical 4 .@ 3.5

Debris-Coemetic @rey
Torel 43.5 43.5 ara?
Dedruan

Elelerea/4 Acree
Serape

BY 33 pK fer

Pp 4 pCi
Deb a4 pCi/e Replace Soil

ria, Redieacti 1%
. “ v Dearie. Radioactive Wz.t uz. 34d

Total Devrie N.C. ° ,pee Debrie-Paynsical wt -t -4
tee

-ris-Cosmeric Qa Terat ta.a 2.2 2.5           
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TABLE 5-19 (continued)
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Present Cleanup Coase 2 Coe) Cue 4 Cees
Canditson Actions

Cty. oat Gty. cost wip, bet wiv wat
j 4$0995 i$0n0) Loar $200,

Dehrusn 7.68 pa da a. os A ae
A 199 Actesornwal 99 . Jcraye 6800 cy 43.2 6900 cy 43.3 [72 149 ey ass
Bey 33 pR/br

t30 Ct~ pclle Reptace Sout? hac. 200 ey] 1617.5 Frag. zeacy} 1,617.4 [tos seocy}| 2. 310,9
Devries, Radieactive 2106 cy Debrin- Radioactive 95.6 ase S.8

N.C.Total Dade: ¢ 1084 ey Devese-Pbysicat ws 3 40,4

Dabrie-Coametic WS4 e7 Total 1.77.3 Ltn. 2,923.4

4 Decrush JOA or.¢
Bijire/52 Acres f” . Seroye SL. del cy 187 4

Bey { 16 A foe

mw 34 pCi/g Repisce Seil 3b, d6Ley 355.2

Debris, Radioactive ¥ Debrie- Radioactive

Total Debris N.C. 200 ey Debrie- Prystcal 13.4 a4 29.9
Debdris-Cesmetic 196 ey Torah wi D 633.9

| .4 °

Debruse toa wd
Lepws/40 Acres Scrape 24,201 ey i444

Bey SE pRine

78

aFeile Repiace Soil 24,291 ey 278.4

. pactive D ’ { Gebdrie- Radisective

Teta! Debris N.C. Wey Dabrie- Phyeeat 24 2.4 2d

Devrie-Coemetic iS4cy Total 28 2.5 seu 0

Debruen za ates
Alembet/38 Acree Serape 22, 387% ev 138.2

BeY OR ier

~ 25 pCi/s Replace Soit 22, $87 cy z5e 0

Debria, Kadioacsve e Debris- Radioactive
ase a

Total Dedrie N.C. 25 ey Devris-Puysical 8.4

Gabris-Csametic i ey i] Total aat

Deoruen SEA Sb.6 a1 A 9$.6 tla Tee.T

4® ree Scrope 63,1725 cy 40.3 [63,725 cy 40.3 [100. Badey 60.3
Bey $20 yR/er

PY 840 pCisg Replace Soll 63, 725 ey 744.0 [03,725 cy 714.0 fi00, Bitey] 8,020.3

Dadria, Radioactive 4,004 cy Deseie-Redieactive 473.1 473.2 457.4

Total Debris N.C. 6, 18S ey Envrio-Payoscal tor.2 107 2 965.4

Dedrie-Cosmetic 9, 148 cy Terat 1,430.2 1,430.2 2,718.5

obs
a es .         
 
 

(1) Grose coum exposure rate, typical all Islands (EG&G Aerial Survey, 1972).

(2) pCi/g ia top 15 cm of coil, except Avait where high concentration is ots greater dagth (Eeewernk Radiciogical Survey, NVO-140, October 1973),

Coot inaiades 132,000 cy of Oli for PACE cucavanes.
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Present Cleasup Cacse2d Case 3 Cave 4 Case §
Condition Acttone

Quy. Cust Quy. Cost QO: om Ory Con
moon, ($000) (pooa $a00t

Zewerls Acres eynfs Debere-Physrcal 3 i ad 1.3

ww 23 pcile Total 13 a) 4.3

Biltacsi6a 116 Acres sundae DebriesPhysteal 40.3 10.3 1)

Pe $.3 pCi/g Total 10.3 30.3 aly

Inedrat/¢ Acrea-- - . ro - i ware pee “= Po “oa
Bey 1.5 pRire Debria. Physical 0.4 0.4 1.3

Pe Lt pCi/g Total j 4 o4 3

Van/? Acres Debese-Physical t.3
Be 1.5 eX /he
Pe — lia-pCilg ----. --4 TotatOF dlLdLd dS S- —] - 3

Anseij/25 Acsee

oY 2 Asner Nevcie-Phyeteal 41.9 as 19 nT

~ 1.) pile Yotal ne ine 11.9 M1
Japtan/T? AcresBey 1.5 ph/ne Nedris- Physical 23.9 28.9% 28.9 1,266.6

Pee a3) pile Total 23.9% 23.9 28.9 £,266.6

Sodvetis Acces
aey 1.5 p& she Nebeie- Physical 3.2 3.2 3.2 8.0

DTTpcidg Total oe ee TS2 TT ~s2° 077 ~ “3.2 _~

220
Mogren! Actes 2 uRibe Nebris-Physical 4,838.2 4,136.2 3,138.2 2,109.2

re «3b pChlg Toad 4,338.2 3,238.2 1,138.2 2,169.2

Gokandretoh/?t Acresney dA /ne Rebere-Physical ° Ss 1s 1S 8
Lad . Vd pails Teal 1.5 us Ls 1.8

Enewotak/32d Acres .
wi. AQ gitdhe . DebeterPhysicat OO Jaeaerit. ple? ff bens. 3
PA. . 3 pCilg Total 2497 249.7 249.7 1.015.3

thuren/4) Acree

Bey 2 pRine Debros- Physcat 28.5 28.5 28.5 138.5

Pe: Ld pCile Total 20:8 28.5 28.$ 138.4%

Mut /40 Acres . -
Bey 2 R/he Debris-Physical 14.6 16.6 14.6 28.6

Py Lv pci/g Total 14.6 4.6 14.6 28.6

Bokan/29 Acres _ _— _- - a— foe 4-~——~. ~—: -p--——- — _— 28.6Ber Hh TRfer LevriesPtysical 32 3.2 3.2

~ 1.1 pelle Total 3.2 3.2 x2 28.6

tewen/ ie Amn on/lt Acres 2 eR/ne Dedree-Phyercal 11.6 11.6 11.6 43.6

Pe thd pCilg Total 1.6 ine 11.6 43.9

Kidmisrenen’is Actes 2 pRfer Debris-Physical . 19.7 10.7 19,7 19.6

Pt La peng Total 30.7 30.7 10,7 19.6

Binea/t4 Acres .
Bey 8 pR/he Debris-Physical ant 1,7 14.3

Pe 2 pcileg Total m7 12.7 14.3

Weatere Reet Devria- Physical 4.6

Total 1.6

Sete wt. Fertile Ft UB. shies f t3. 0s.

Total $, 802.0 $.47).0 9,853.0 20, 464,60          
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5.7 SUMMARY OF AEC TASK GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION
The Atomic Energy Commission agreed to provide sadiological

criteria for cleanup and rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll to the Department
of Defense (DOD) and to the Department of the Interior (DOI). A compre-

hensive survey of the radiological environment of Enewetak was madeto

serve as a basis for judgement and recommendations. The survey data

show that the northern islands have the greater amount of radioactive

contamination and there are plutonium problems.

The Director, Division of Operational Safety, appointed a Task Group

and throughit staff liaison representatives of DNA, DOI and EPA were _

kept informed of progress toward completion of recommendations.

Current radiation protection guidance containing numerical standards
and radiation protection philosophy of national and international standards

bodies was used to develop recommendedcriteria:

@ Population dose to the Enewetak people should be as low as

practicable.

e The Federal Radiation Council (FRC) Radiation Protection

Guides (RPG) for individual and gonadal exposures will be

used to evaluate exposure options. The values should be

reduced by 50 percent for individual exposure and 20 percent
for gonadal exposure to allow for uncertainties in dose pre-

dictions. The guides for cleanup planning become:

Whole body and bone marrow 0.25 Rem/yr

Thyroid 0.75 Rem/yr

Bone | | 0.75 Rem/yr

Gonads 4 Rem in 30 yr



.. Cleanup of soil containing Pu can be handled on a case-by-case

basis-using the following: oe

  

———-q,-- <40-pCi/gm of soil - corrective action not required.

bs 40 to 400 pCi/gm of soil - corrective action determined ona
case-by-case basis considering all radiological cohditions.

“¢, >400 pCi/gmof soil - corrective action required.

DOSE ASSESSMENT AND CORRECTIVE ACTION ALTERNATIVES

For comparison with population dose guidelines, evaluations were |

made for the following conditions: .

_.@ _Dose without cleanup.2

e Dose reductionsobtained bydiet modification.

« Dose reductions achieved by removal of contaminated soil.

In addition, estimates were made for representative living patterns
plus corrective actions: _ -- oe

e Plow thevillage island, and gravelthe village area for radiation
shielding. - _. ee . -

e Import pandanus and breadfruit from the southern islands

(ALVIN-KEITH) for inhabitants of the northern islands to

control ingestion of radionuclides.

e Import pandanus, breadfruit, coconut and tacca from the

southern islands.

e Import pandanus, breadfruit, coconut, tacca, and domestic

meat from the southern islands.

DISPOSAL OF CONTAMINATED MATERIAL

Contaminated material is composed of soil, debris and scrap. At

some places there is Pu including pieces of Pu metal. Contamination is

distributed on and below the surface; some is in rad waste burial sites.
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Fission products and induced radioactivity found on such scrap and

debris, particularly scrap metal, should be made unavailable to the

returning people. Possible approaches are:

1. Disposal in water-filled and underwater craters.
t .

2. Land burial where the radiation level of the scrap is no
significantly above that on land.

3. Disposal in deep water.

Pu excepted, the Task Group has not made recommendations for

removal of contaminated soil. For any disposal there should be no pathway

to people; periodic followup surveys are necessary. Disposal of Pu in

any form is a greater problem, and disposal must protect against exposure

for the future.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The consensus of the Task group reflects consideration cf a range

of options and the benefits of reviews and comments.

Choice of the method which will optimize reduction of exposures is

a matter of judgement. Action such as use of imported foods could be

effective but is not recommended. Although engineering actions, e.g.,
soil removal and replacements may appear to be preferable to restricting

use of land for living and agriculture, these actions can otherwise

adversely affect the environment and for some the effectiveness is uncertain.
The extent of compliance by the people with restrictions has been

considered, and an acceptable level of cooperation is expected so that
they may use land where the radiation environment is or can be made

acceptable.

Return of people to live on the southern islands, ALVIN through

KEITH, is expected to result in radiation doses within the recommended
criteria. JANET (Enjebi), which the people desire for a residence island
is a special case of the category of islands having radiation and radio-

activity levels which preclude living and agriculture. Steps to make this

island completely or partially available in the near term are important

from the social as well as scientific viewpoint. Predicted radiation doses
associated with the Task Groups recommendation are given in the
following table. The Bikini Atoll estimates and natural background

estimates of typical levels in the U.S. are given for comparison.

 



o
F RECOMMENDATIONS

The Task Group reached the following conclusions:

1.

3.

Observing precautions, the people may safely return after

certain actions are taken. Exposures will be somemhat above

current levels in the U.S., but the small risk seems permissible

in relation to the desire of the people to return.

To assure exposures thatwill be as low as practicable:

a. Villages and residences to be located on ELMER, FRED,
DAVID, or other southern islands (ALVIN-KEITRH).

b. Travel and visits may be unrestricted to all islands except

YVONNE. When Pu contamination on YVONNEis removed,
the restriction of travel to that island may be lifted.

c. Coconut excepted, growth of animal and vegetable subsistence

crops to be limited to southern islands ALVIN-KEITH.

d. Subsistence and commercial coconut may be grown without
remedial measures except on ALICE, BELLE, CLARA,

DAISY, IRENE, JANET, and YVONNE.

e. Fishing permitted anywhere.

f£. Wild birds and eggs may be collected anywhere.

g- Coconut crabs may be collected only on the southern islands
(ALVIN-KEITH).

h. Wells to provide lens water for human consumption or for
agricultural use to be drilled only on the southern islands

(ALVIN-KEITH). Water from any well to be assayed for

bacterial, salinity, and radioactivity content before

approved for use.

Enjebi (JANET) is a special case, and the people have a strong
desire to live there. Three ground zeroes were on Enjebi and

high yield events were fired nearby, with the result that this
was the most heavily contaminated of the larger islands. The

. Task Group has been unable to determine a reliable, feasible

way to bring exposures within the acceptable criteria and permit

resettlement of Enjebi on the same schedule as southern islands.

The island can be resettled sometime in the future when  
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4.

5.

radionuclide ingestion is no longer a problem. To develop the

-facts,-test plantings with and without soil removal may be made.

Construction and agriculture would be deferred until produce
from test plantings showed acceptably low levels of radioactivity.

Testplantings without soil removal would have least adverse
impact on the island environment. _ ;

¢

Concurrent with the Enjebi work, radioactivity levels should be
“measured in coconut and other food crops grown on PEARL,

CLARA, ALICE, and BELLE.- Produce from YVONNEshould
be included after removal of plutonium contamination.

“All radioactive scrap metal and contaminated-debris now or

later identified should be removed. This includes three

locations on SALLY and one on ELMER where buried _
‘contaminated debris should beexhumed and removed. _

YVONNE, ‘quarantined by the USAF in 1972, should remain

quarantined until plutonium contamination on that island has
beencleanedup. An authority responsible for enforcement
of the quarantineshouldbe identified and in residence inthe

atoll if people return to.the atoll before cleanup is completed. '

Only general recommendationsfor cleanupof Pu on YVONNE
can bepresented at this time. An accurate picture of this

contamination should develop as the decontamination proceeds.
The area observed to have small pieces of plutonium and the
highest soil concentrations is about 30% of the island. A
‘background for plans for the recovery of Pu will require:

a. Assembly of a team of experts to interpret field radiation

and radioactivity measurements, advise on cleanup actions

and provide necessary health physics support. A Public
~ Health Service group, now part of EPA, provided radio-

logical assistance for cleanup of Bikini Atoll. Similar

support should be sought from EPA for Enewetak.

b. ‘Decontamination of YVONNEis seen as an iterative

process. This amounts toa search for and removal of

the higher plutonium levels in soil. ~

%. _ Theobjectives of the cleanup aretwo:

on a) "Recovery of the pieces of plutonium that have been

: . _ observed on or near the island surface.
meTS

.

“-- (2) - Recovery of plutonium contaminated soil. —

SL2   
 



L
) do Recovery of plutgnium442 soil at concentrations greater

"than 400 pCi/g 2 Pu at anydepth these levels are ae
~~~"found. Also, recoveryof contaminated soil sufficient to ssi wa

= --Bgduce,gurface levels to a value well below 40 pCi/g pte

-* Pu. After soil removal, all areas should be

” “Sesurveyed to ensure nopieces or hot spots of!jplutonium

remain. .

Plutonium contaminatedsoil on IRENE should be handled as on
YVONNE. Pieces of Pu metal arenot expected to be found.

Test plantings of food crops may be conducted on each of the

™no crops'! islands as designated by the Enewetak people. As
édible parts of these plants become available, concentrations

of significant radionuclides should be measured and compared

' withthe radiological survey predictions. These studies will

10.

ll.

12.

13.

indicate times at which planting of subsistence and commercial

CzOPScan be safely resumed.

Lens water sampling andanalysis should be conducted, samples
fo be taken over aperiodof at least 12 calendar months, ,

Bacterial content, salinity, and radionuclide content should be

measured. Radioactivity information will contribute to an

tinder standing of processesoperating - or which can be made to

Operate - to reduce the ecological half-life of Oy and +3’c5

below the radioactive half- life on thenorthernislands,_especially

JANET. -

A comprehensive air sampling program should be conducted

over a period of 12 consecutive months under conditions closely

approximating human habitation and expected soil disturbance
to provide information on radioactivity levels in air. This

program could be conducted coincident with and support cleanup.

Base-line surveys of body burdens and urine content of 1376.

and Sr should be made for the Enewetak people prior to

return to Enewetak Atoll, and periodically thereafter. Resurveys

of the environmental radiation and radioactivity should be made
in the first year of return and repeated, for example, every

other year.
-

Methods of disposal of plutonium contaminated soil and scrap

will have to be decided. Pending a decision, it is recommended
that cleanup should accomplish the recovery of plutonium

contaminated soil and scrap with storage on YVONNE. If
disposal is deferred for further study, such study should be

initiated promptly.  
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14.

15.

The cleanup, with particular attention to removal and disposal

of contaminated scrap, debris, and soil, should be documented

in detail in a final report by those responsible in the field.

Advantage would be taken of experience gained during cleanup

of Bikini Atoll. No objection should be made to ernmploymentof
Enewetak people during cleanup.

 


